
IS THE CORPUS (JURIS) TERMINALLY
ILL?*t

John R. Brown**

Adding up all of the hospital bulletins, the press releases, the
patient's charts, laboratory and pathological reports, the corpus
juris-the body of the law-unresponsive to blood transfusions, in-
travenous feeding, stimulants, and shock treatment is barely
quivering, respiration and pulse hardly discernible, vital life signs
undetectable, and a general malaise signals the end is glose at
hand. Crowded around, stepping on hoses, tripping over electric
wires, bedazzled by dials, indicators, and video monitor screens are
the next of kin-or those who claim or want to be-to witness the
expiration of this spirit on which each is so vitally dependent.

Well, how goes the patient? Is the patient doing this poorly?
And, more pointedly, what does this morbidity-almost the fore-
runner of a prosecutor's autopsy protocol-have to do with
advocacy?

Perhaps oversimplifying, we must recognize that advocacy is
not a part of the body of the law, although as an external force, if
it is diseased, the body does suffer. But advocacy's reason for being
is as a part of the law, and if the body of the law is diseased and
suffering from terminal illness, the need for advocacy is nonexis-
tent, and the calling will become a lost art.

With reflective mirror, tongue depressor, reflex hammer, steth-

* Like my treatment in The Trumpet Sounds: Gideon-The First Call to the Law

School, 43 TExAs L. REv. 312 (1965), I have purposefully declined to adorn this deliverance
with the documentation typical of a publication in an accepted law journal. The value of
what I say is neither heightened nor lessened by reference to some of the monuments out of
which the problem grows to demonstrate to the completely uninformed reader that the
problem exists or that there are many things said one way or another on it. The value of the
message, which undertakes essentially to give my own personal observations after nearly 50
years at the bar, 26 of which have been spent on a major federal appellate court, are hardly
to be enhanced by documentary references to such uncontradicted facts as FED. R. Civ. P.
23 or 56.

t This speech was delivered at the Texas Tech University School of Law on April 11,
1980, as the second installment of the Strasburger & Price Lecture Series. The lecture series
is dedicated to the pursuit of effective trial advocacy.

** Former Chief Judge, United States Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals.
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oscope, X-rays, laboratory examinations, and a general CAT
Scan-perhaps it would be worthwhile to perform a clinical exami-
nation of every part and organ of the body.

I. THE JUDICIARY ORGAN

As judges both interpret and make law, promulgate rules, or-
dain policies, and regulate the regulators, any examination of what
is wrong with the law has to start with judges. What is it that
judges do or do not do that infects this organ?

Although each of us undoubtedly knows of judicial ty-
rants-judges who are unreasonably arbitrary-it is ironic that
probably the single worst fault of judges is that they are just too
nice. They are just too nice in accommodating the personal wishes
of lawyers appearing before them who are seemingly unconscious
of the harm or damage done to the public interest as they augment
and reaugment the cumulative process of delay. As each questiona-
ble continuance or other indulgence is granted, the problem of de-
lay is further amplified, resulting in even more destructive side ef-
fects. For lawyers come to expect this attitude of leniency which
brings about a sort of slovenliness and a daily awareness that the
day is not really close at hand. So things are put off and put off,
and in the meantime, there is the flood of new problems and new
cases.

And yet everyone recognizes that one of the major diseases of
the law is that it takes so long, sometimes almost forever, to bring
a controversy to an end. Of course, as we all know and I shall soon
discuss, judges are not alone at fault. But as the ones directly in
charge of the instrument, judges should, with all courtesy, steel
themselves against the traditional indulgences that breed delay
and bad professional habits.

Judges, more accurately the judiciary, are notoriously bad or
poor managers. Few judges have any skills in this essential art. For
those who are not so blessed, judges should seek, and the system
should supply, adequate, well-trained administrative professionals
to assist the court in the efficient productive management of the
business of the court. Fortunately, great progress is being made
largely due to the stimulus of Chief Justice Warren Burger in es-
tablishing the Institute for Judicial Management along with Con-
gress' approval of Circuit Executives for the federal courts of ap-
peals. Hopefully, similar legislation providing administrative
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assistants for multi-judge metropolitan district courts will soon be
passed. Without infringing on the judicial independence of judges
or trespassing in any way on the judicial process, these profession-
als can spot causes for delay, eliminate or reduce them, and experi-
ment with innovations in the flow and mechanical handling of re-
petitive problems.

Reflecting the basic concept of absolute impartiality, the atti-
tude of many judges that the operation and management of a law-
suit should be left to the lawyers too often leads to interminable
delays and unnecessary effort and expense. Spectacular in this area
is the manner in which trial courts, using the wonderful tools of
pretrial discovery, not only allow to continue, but frequently en-
courage interminable oral depositions, written interrogatories,
reinterrogatories, requested admissions, and motions to produce.
All the while, of course, the meter is running. Attorneys' fees con-
tinue to escalate, court reporter charges-not geared to penurious
legislative standards for judicial compensation-continue; and
worse, the final day of reckoning, that is the trial, is postponed and
postponed and postponed.

The more or less concerted efforts of the American Bar Associ-
ation's special committee to look into pretrial abuse and the con-
cern of the Judicial Conference of the United States and its advi-
sory committees have not come up with a solution that can be
simply compressed into amended wording of court rules. In opposi-
tion to significant rule changes is the almost universal recognition
that most pretrial abuse can be eliminated altogether by the use of
a strong hand on the part of the trial judge. Fortunately, support
exists for believing that judges more and more will see that they
have an individual responsibility to manage all phases of a case
from beginning to end, intruding not the least in those matters on
which counsel are alone in charge.

Another deficiency on the part of judges, probably more so in
the federal courts than in the state courts, is the failure to use pro-
cedural devices in accordance with the rules. For example, many
trial judges are too quick in determining that a complaint fails to
state a claim, resulting in dismissal of the complaint without trial,
without discovery, and without even a factual basis. Alas, how
often it is that the court on which I serve, the Fifth Circuit, has
had to reverse and remand such cases, calling everyone's attention
to the simple rule laid down by the Supreme Court that a com-
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plaint should not be dismissed unless under no reasonable circum-
stances can evidence be brought forward to sustain it. I have often
characterized the reversal of such cases as the "high mortality
rate" of granting such a motion.

Akin to this is the excessive, unreasoned practice of granting
motions for summary judgment. Often summary judgment is
granted in the untutored hope that the problem will go away, no
appeal will be taken, or the court of appeals will straighten it out.
Underlying this is the common failure of trial judges to properly
consider their role. Their role is not to choose between competing
facts or inferences from conflicting affidavits, but to determine
whether there is fairly a controversy which must be settled by
judge or jury on evidence, not affidavits.

Finally, one area in which judges must bear direct responsibil-
ity is in the formulation and adoption of court rules. In the federal
system this responsibility is lodged in the United States Supreme
Court. The Court receives considerable input from the Judicial
Conference of the United States which is composed of all the chief
circuit judges along with district judge representatives from the
eleven circuits. Careful as these bodies are in soliciting the partici-
pation and input of members of the bar, law schools, and profes-
sional organizations, practice finally proves that some noble con-
ceptions turn out to be subject to great abuse. I am not at all sure
that, looking upon all of these abuses as ones which a strong man-
aging trial judge could prevent, we give sufficient heed to the con-
sidered professional lamentations of the bar when serious efforts
are undertaken toward revision. For example, in the face of intense
criticism by the bar of pretrial abuse, the problem is not to be
solved by limiting the number of interrogatories to thirty or so,
including all subparts!

II. THE LEGISLATIVE DISEASE

The legislature is the most important of the organs in the
body of the law. It is the legislature which assays all of the compet-
ing factors to arrive at essential compromises resulting in the en-
actment of statutes or ordinances establishing substantive stan-
dards of conduct or, sometimes too frequently, procedural
requirements. Courts and judges, with narrowly confined constitu-
tional restrictions, are to recognize and effectuate such legislative
determinations. Since such legislative declarations have an
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awesome finality-subject only to the necessity of interpretation
and constitutional restrictions-the organ is badly diseased and
the whole body suffers when this work is not done, or more often,
poorly done.

Here again, I think of some instances fresh in my mind as a
United States Circuit Judge dealing with congressional enact-
ments. Frequently, the legislation is purposely enacted with a
built-in ambiguity crying out, almost consciously, for resolution by
the judiciary. Occasionally, that is the price to pay for the enact-
ment of any legislation. But considering the nature of the legisla-
tive process with its unlimited facilities to inform itself fully by
extended hearings, this legislative attitude puts too much of a lo-
calized burden on a particular judge in a specific case in that each
case is dependent upon the skills and resources of particular law-
yers and a particular client who may or may not have the resources
to adequately handle the problem. Of course, we cannot fault legis-
lative bodies for failing to do a complete and thorough job, espe-
cially since many of the problems will not come to light until a
statute is put into effect and it is subjected to day to day
operations.

In other areas, and particularly in federal legislation which
deals so extensively with sociological problems and the effort to
overcome them, the legislature must be aware that once laws are
on the books, one of the most critical and immediate problems
which arises is whether a private right of action is implied. A simi-
lar problem exists as to the time in which the created right can be
asserted. And yet, in legislation after legislation, these considera-
tions are either neglected, overlooked, or purposely avoided. In
nearly every piece of major social legislation these problems are
left open. This produces uncertainty not only in the minds of those
who enforce the statutory command but in the trial courts which
undertake to resolve the problem. The problem frequently remains
unresolved until years later when the very highest court in the land
speaks.

Another infection of the legislative organ which metastasizes is
the frequent but complete indifference to the impact that legisla-
tion will have upon the functioning of the whole body of the law, in
particular that part directly involving the courts. This requires
that lawyers remain informed-through the organized bar and
other responsible professional segments-of the likely enactment
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of given legislation. An opportunity should be provided for lawyers
to demonstrate the probable consequences of such legislation in
terms of the burden of litigation and its effect on the court struc-
ture. Protestations on what the enactment will do to the court sys-
tem are often misinterpreted as a desire by judges simply to avoid
additional duties and responsibilities. But it is far deeper than this
and rests upon the solid foundation that every new burden added
to a court or a judge affects both their ability and time to dispose
of other matters. The precious commodity involved is not gold or
silver, but judge time. Time for the busy, energetic, diligent judge
to reach, hear, and determine all, not just part, of the cases.

III. THE LITIGIOUS DISEASE

Recognizing that for the resolution of controversies there must
be a standard of compliance and a tribunal operating under rules,
the interstitial part of the body of the law must finally be litigants.
What are the lymphatic diseases of this part of the body of the
law?

If excised, it is unlikely that anything can be done about litig-
iousness in terms of reform of rules, regulations, or statutes. Each
litigant, no matter how small, has an article III right to be, to ap-
pear, and to survive. However, the litigant should be expunged
soon after his initial appearance when his claims are frivilous.
Some cases simply do not belong in federal court. One notable ex-
ample is a recent Fifth Circuit case in which it was contended that
a federal constitutional right existed for an unwed mother to be
queen of her high school class. In addition, the litigious organ has
swelled considerably due to the enormous increase in the number
of cases filed. Whether this swelling can be reduced by reform or
rules is questionable.

Often, with the apparent full blessings of the legislature, cases
are brought which are beyond the human managerial capacity of a
judge. Witness, for example, the IBM antitrust case which has
gone on for nearly ten years, the latest event being a court of ap-
peals rejection of a move to disqualify the trial judge.

But still, with all of this constitutionally guaranteed indepen-
dence of attitude, this part of the body is infected with a germ or
virus. Not the least of which is an attitude of complete intransi-
gence-an unwillingness to give or compromise. Sometimes the
controversy does indeed involve principle. More often it involves
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just a little bit of principle with much principal. Judges are criti-
cized for taking too active a role in stimulating settlements, but in
protecting their own part of the body, judges must realize that if
their energies are to be conserved, compromises are to be en-
couraged within proper limits. This involves the exertion of good
judicial management.

But to the problems of the ordinary, voluntary litigant and his
opponent-those dragged into court by virtue of the exercise of an-
other's voluntary wishes-there are new dimensions taxing the
struggle to keep ahead in a polluted atmosphere lacking life-sus-
taining oxygen. These dimensions are the now common class ac-
tions; the occasional case of the lawyer looking for a client; and the
more recent litigation, class or individual, filed by public interest
law firms. All of these stimulate, if not solicit, more and more liti-
gation. Added to this is the undisguised but sometimes constitu-
tionally assured right by a single litigant, several litigants, or or-
ganized groups of related people, to actively solicit the
commencement of litigation or the joinder in existing litigation.
The body, no longer protected against the invasion of such infec-
tion by the natural immunity of barratry and champerty, is seri-
ously weakened.

IV. THE PEDAGOGICAL INFECTION

Legal scholars and teachers, although perhaps not adjunct to
the formal, legal structure, are without a doubt a very vital organ
of the body of the law. It is from the teachers and the instructors,
the scholars, the law reviews, and the professional texts that judges
and lawyers get their first insight into law. This source of profes-
sional knowledge continues to be utilized by lawyers as they con-
front the baffling problems of complex litigation and bewildering
judicial precedent. And without a doubt, scholars and the legal
views and writings of the academic community are vitally essential
to the well functioning of judges.

However, it is a disruptive confusion of roles for law professors
to participate actively as counsel in actual cases, trial or appellate.
Of course, there are a few extremely effective appellate advocates
who are law professors of like quality. Courts therefore reap the
benefit of their advocative skill, just as they would from any other
highly competent lawyer. But in a structure which is made up
roughly of (1) lawyers, (2) judges, and (3) scholars/law professors,
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the system suffers and the body of the law is infected when law
professors act as advocates. This occurs because courts are de-
prived of the critical academic analysis in an objective nonpartisan
way of the competing factors and policies underlying so many of
the decisions that courts must now make.

A glaring example is the field of post-conviction remedies, ei-
ther section 2255 for federal prisoners or state habeas, with a re-
newal of federal habeas, for state prisoners. What the system
needs, and what judges have been groping for in an organized way
is the formulation of a sound system, both procedural and substan-
tive, that would, on the one hand, ensure complete vindication of
constitutional rights and, on the other hand, bring to the system of
criminal justice the finality which it so desperately needs and
which the public justifiably demands. But the moment the law pro-
fessor becomes an advocate, he must-out of fidelity to his client's
cause which is to win by all honorable means-ignore these con-
cerns, indeed often oppose them. The deficiency to the court is in
no sense confined to the absence of assertion and discussion of the
competing policies. Where the court suffers is from the reluctance
of such skilled authoritative experts to expound the problem and
make recommendations in respected law journals and other profes-
sional publications because of the possibility that they may in the
future be advocates in litigation. If the law professor expects in the
future to be called on as an advocate-and I fully appreciate both
the economic and professional motivations-he must write, not
solely from the standpoint of considered objective academic analy-
sis, but more so from the prospect of being confronted in his advo-
cacy by that which he has sponsored vigorously as a scholar.

Nor is this confined to the tensions of criminal cases and post-
conviction remedies. Just recently in a very important case impli-
cating first amendment concerns, the briefs of both parties made
frequent reference to a particular acknowledged authority in the
field. When counsel having the same name, and it was an unusual
one, arose to address the court, I asked him whether he was the
man who had written all of these treatises. When he acknowledged
the indisputable, I reminded him that, except for the intrinsic
merit of his writings, I would not be able to accept what he said or
what he had written as an objective scholarly authority.

What I am urging does not make the law professor a second
class citizen in the endeavor of law. Indeed, I want to magnify the
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importance of the law professor, the law researcher, and the law
writer. I want to free the law professor from the entanglements,
both economic and intellectual, which keep him from being the ad-
vocate for the best solution, not merely one that will work for a
specific client in a specific situation.

V. THE LAWYER DISEASE

We come then, finally, to that indispensable and vital organ of
the body of the law-the lawyer. Too often the organ suffers from
malnutrition. This is reflected in the contemporary concern over
whether lawyers are really competent to practice the art of advo-
cacy-the advancement of a case in court. Prodded by the Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court and the wide-based exploration by
the Devitt committee, attention has been focused on whether the
problem really exists and, assuming that it does, what can best be
done about it. With the quality of legal education in accredited
institutions generally accepted, the principal focus is on the ade-
quacy-or more often the complete lack-of any formalized law
school training in the skills of advocacy. This includes not only the
management and conduct of court litigation, the examination and
cross-examination of witnesses, and the preparation of arguments,
trial and appellate, but also those so-called office skills of investi-
gation, negotiation, legal drafting, efficient organization, and law
office management. Again, thanks to the Chief Justice and the
ABA, and the task force under the leadership of Dean Cramton of
Cornell Law School, many of the leading law schools are reexamin-
ing the problem and formulating courses to supply this training.
This reexamination, stimulating closer relations between law
schools, law professors, practitioners, and organized segments of
the bar, is itself a healthy thing. This is true despite substantial
controversy between those who champion the cause of high intel-
lectual attainments as the goal of a law school and those who think
that the deficiencies of the traditional method demonstrate the
need for both time and facilities to be devoted to more practical
skills.

The problem of competence is highlighted in the federal court
system by the formal consideration of adopting standards for ad-
mission to the federal bar, to include the method of testing, the
prior judicial experience required, and a system for peer review.
Because of the sharp division of view within the Devitt committee,
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many segments of the bar that participated in the committee's in-
vestigation, and the Judicial Conference of the United States, the
proposals are being subjected to a practical trial and error proof. A
subcommittee under the direction of United States District Judge
James Lawrence King of Miami, Florida, is to coordinate the es-
tablishment and monitoring of fifteen to twenty pilot projects
among federal district courts scattered across the nation. Localized
adaptations and innovations will be encouraged. Hopefully, the in-
dividual and collective experience will afford the basis for sound
conclusions as to the value of the effort and as to the factors, both
negative and positive, that warrant emphasis.

Whatever the final outcome in terms of significant changes in
admission and certification for practice, this nationwide concern
produces great benefits. Preparation for the practical talents essen-
tial to the effective performance of a lawyer has become respecta-
ble. No longer is it regarded by legal scholars and institutions as a
stepchild activity carried out with second rate facilities and secon-
dary prestige. While this poses difficult problems requiring judg-
ments on the allocation of limited time for instruction in all areas,
recognition of the importance of so-called technical and practical
skills will not in the least diminish the law schools' demand for
intellectual superiority.

Another disease of lawyers is that they overdo too much. This
has some very undesirable consequences such as the inevitable
overcharging and increased court delay. As a spectacular example,
it is here where poorly conceived or experience-proven deficient
rules promulgated by judges and abused by lawyers coalesce to
bring about a result that no one likes. Countless depositions are
taken, written interrogatories are filed and refiled, amended and
reamended, requests for admissions made and remade, in a never
ending volume. The time clock begins to run and never stops. In
the meantime, it is the litigants who bear the cost. Inevitably it
runs up the charge for legal services to the point where many liti-
gants must lick their wounds and find other ways to resolve or
compromise their legitimate grievances. The contemporary empha-
sis on the necessity of strict management by the trial judge indi-
cates that knowledgeable people believe that, even without formal
rule change, the abuses can be corrected if not eliminated alto-
gether. But considering that strict "management" by a strong trial
judge has its operative effect on the lawyers before him, this ought
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to tell us something about how intelligent lawyers ought to impose
self-control.

If excessive costs generated by unneeded activities are not
eliminated, litigants cannot employ lawyers. When that happens
atrophy will set in and the organ, while still living, will have no
use.

The organ continues to suffer from the age-old disease of pro-
crastination. Akin to this is the failure to keep a client adequately
and timely informed. One has only to read the reports of various
bar grievance committees to see that this infirmity seems to never
go away. Worse, like tooth decay, it ought never to happen. It is
wholly unnecessary and the only by-product is that it makes the
organ less and less effective.

Some other minor things infect the organ. One is what I call
the "untutored, unintelligible, unthinking reflex." We see it all too
often in the automatic, instinctive objections to testimony which,
on a moment's reflection, any informed counsel would know to be
admissible, or at the most require careful determination of whether
the risk of reversal justified exclusion or admission. As an appellate
court we also see it in rulings on procedural matters. Out of igno-
rance of the rules and controlling, simple precedents, counsel urge
a beleaguered court to dismiss a complaint for failure to state a
claim or to grant summary judgment. This may lead to judicial
abuse of the rules and, as I remarked earlier, it precipitates unnec-
essary appeals and results almost invariably in doing it again. In
nearly every such situation, the problem could have been avoided
altogether by something frequently no more demanding than read-
ing the rules. Indeed, when I was at the bar, I insisted that every
lawyer working under me have in his briefcase in the courtroom a
paperback copy of the rules, state or federal. And today, as a
judge, I follow that practice by keeping on the bench a copy of the
federal civil, criminal, and appellate rules.

It would not take any juridical microbiologist to conclude that
most of this problem is a result of indifference not only to what is
going on, but more importantly, to what has gone on. One does not
have to subscribe to United States Law Week and read every deci-
sion of the United States Supreme Court or canvass the 2,000
opinions of the Fifth Circuit to learn what is going on. There are so
many trade papers, professional journals, and the like by which
those who are concerned-and I emphasize concerned-can keep
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abreast of current developments relevant to the handling of day to
day litigation. Again, this is at the grasp of everyone, and the or-
gan, no matter how feeble, is able to get the intravenous injection
that keeps one up to date.

Finally, we must recognize that this organ, the lawyer, suffers
too much because it is indifferent to-sometimes completely unin-
terested in-what is occurring on the judicial horizon. This in-
cludes significant appellate opinions of the lawyer's own state
court, the federal court of appeals or, more significantly, the
United States Supreme Court.

Perhaps what all this adds up to is that with respect to the
organ of the lawyer, the thing most needed is a frequent and peri-
odic clinical reexamination.

There are a couple of other little irritants that upset the prime
effectiveness of the organ. This includes the frequent effort by one
party to disqualify the advocate for his adversary because his ad-
versary's lawyer at one time or another had some slight, sometimes
significant, contact with the objecting party. I am sure that nearly
every judge who confronts this problem concludes that all of this
yearning in the high name of judicial legal ethics is purely an effort
to seek some tactical advantage that does not have a thing to do
with real legal ethics. Without intimating that courts should not
reach the conclusion that professional ethics have nothing to do
with the case at hand, lawyers ought to seriously consider whether
the role of monitor is properly placed on the judge who will deter-
mine a case in which the issue arises. Given the prospect of re-
trying a case simply because one of the lawyers was present and
participated in the outcome of the first trial, I would doubt seri-
ously that it is ever so acute as to warrant the intrusion of an in-
terlocutory appeal to determine the preliminary issue which grinds
the whole proceeding to a halt.

VI. THE PROGNOSIS

Well, the patient, having endured the trauma of the experience,
with its interminable delays, the chill of drafty examination rooms,
and the wait between ordeals, is beginning to stir. As a defense
against such scientific intrusions the will of the body to survive is
heightened.

For the body has learned that if it is to be healthy and pro-
ductive each of the organs must have like vitality. The clincial ex-
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amination, revealing disease and deficiencies, has made each organ
conscious of its obligation for self-improvement.

The corpus (juris) is not as bad off as it or the clinical techni-
cians thought. Indeed, it is very much alive as are judges, or at
least one of them.




